
Help the child to see the storm coming too. You could try “The end of the
school year can be tricky, I’m here to help you through it.”

Help the child name the sensations or feelings they have no words for.
You could try “I wonder if ’moving up day’ feels pretty scary right now?”   
or “When things are different, I wonder if it makes you feel worried in 
your tummy?”.

Help make connections between their behaviour and their feelings or
body sensations. You could try “When you run away like that it makes me
wonder if you don’t know where to be to feel safe?”.

Words don’t always help, sometimes just sitting and keeping a child safe
whilst they are experiencing difficult thoughts, feelings or sensations is
enough.

Tell the child the things they need to hear. Don't wait for them to ask you, they
might not know what they need or be able to find the words. Let them know:

How much you care 
That you're not going anywhere 
That they are in your mind even when not at home or class
That they're safe and protected
That they will not be taken away

Tell them what is going to happen that day if the routine is different. Use
pictures and steps or even videos to prepare them. Remind them throughout the
day what is going to happen.  Keep as much of the usual routine in as you can.

THE TRANSITION STORMTHE TRANSITION STORM
Vulnerable children may feel deeply frightened by the end and start of the school
year, Christmas holidays or half term breaks. The change of routine and the inevitable
losses and separations may bring back old feelings of abandonment, loss and threat.
It's a challenging time for everyone, children and adults alike.

ADULTS: GET PREPARED

NAME IT TO TAME IT

BE CRYSTAL CLEAR
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 Remind the child and yourself that the transition storm will come and it will go. 
You will stick it out together and it will soon be over. Transitions are temporary.
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HELP THEIR BODY

STAY CONNECTED
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